INTRODUCTION
Venus and Earth experienced vastly different evolutionary pathways resulting in unexplained differences in atmospheric composition and dynamics, as well as in geophysical processes of their planetary surfaces and interiors. Understanding when and why the evolutionary pathways of Venus and Earth diverged is key to understanding how terrestrial planets form and how their atmospheres and surfaces evolve. DAVINCI ( Figure 1 ) would provide these missing puzzle pieces needed to understand terrestrial planet formation and evolution within the solar system and beyond. The DAVINCI mission is tightly focused on answering fundamental questions that have been ranked as high priority by the last two National Research Council (NRC) Planetary Decadal Surveys [1] [2] [3] as well as by the Venus Exploration Analysis Group (VEXAG) since the time of its inception in 2005 [4] . For example, DAVINCI will make measurements of the heaviest noble gases, including the first ever measurements of xenon [5] and its isotopes. These definitive measurements, which would be made well below the homopause to avoid any ambiguity, are sufficient to answer questions as framed by the NRC Planetary Decadal Survey and VEXAG, without the need to repeat them in future New Frontiers or other Venus missions.
The three major DAVINCI science objectives are:
• Atmospheric origin and evolution: Understand the origin of the Venus atmosphere, how it has evolved, and how and why it is different from the atmospheres of Earth and Mars.
• Atmospheric composition and surface interaction:
Understand the history of water on Venus and the chemical processes at work in the lower atmosphere.
• Surface properties: Provide insights into tectonic, volcanic, and weathering history of a typical tessera (highlands) terrain. 
MISSION DESIGN
The DAVINCI probe will make in situ measurements during its one-hour descent through the Venus atmosphere. The descent sphere itself builds on the successful Pioneer Venus Large Probe design, flown in 1978. The descent sphere and payload are protected during initial atmospheric entry by a solid body aeroshell.
The DAVINCI probe would be delivered to Venus by a carrier/telecommunications spacecraft built by Lockheed Martin. The spacecraft first encounters Venus four months after launch. This initial flyby enables targeting, when the spacecraft returns to Venus 15 months later, of the probe atmospheric entry location for optimized lighting conditions over the tessera region chosen for descent imaging observations. The probe is released a few days before the second Venus encounter and the spacecraft communicates directly with the probe throughout coast, entry, and descent. The probe employs a two-parachute system to extract the descent sphere from the entry system and to slow descent.
The entire science payload is contained within the pressure and temperature controlled descent sphere. All science data are collected and relayed to the flyby spacecraft during descent ( Figure 2 ). DAVINCI has no requirement to survive touchdown; however, the descent sphere carries sufficient resources (e.g., power, thermal control) to continue science operations and data relay for ~17 minutes on the surface. After loss of contact with the probe, the spacecraft relays all data back to Earth multiple times. sequence will bridge the resolution-gap from orbital radar images (Magellan) and landed panoramas (Soviet Venera landers), while also enabling local scale topographic measurements.
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SUMMARY
The DAVINCI atmospheric probe will leverage flightproven 21st Century instrument technology to definitively resolve key Venus atmospheric science questions. Imaging of tessera at scales relevant to future landers (1-10 m) will resolve radar ambiguities and uncertainties, while also providing boundary conditions for geologic models of the highlands. DAVINCI will meet multiple, high-priority National Academy of Sciences goals, while also serving as a pathfinder for future orbital radar missions and landed surface composition missions to the Venus highlands. 
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